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ICEY
DINNERWARE
Once again Annie and her team of 
artisans have re-invented clear glass 
tableware. Icey mimics the broken edge 
of ice around the rim of each piece to 
make a spectacular place setting. 
Crisp, fresh and always innovative, 
Annieglass leads the way for American 
design and studio production, made 
entirely in Northern California. Utilizing 
modern technology with old world 
craftsmanship,  Annieglass remains 
at the forefront of American ingenuity. 
Dishwasher safe.
Salad plate  7.5"   IC102   $55 MSRP

Soup Bowl  7.5"   IC103   $55 MSRP

Dinner Plate  9.5"   IC106   $63 MSRP

IC102   IC106  IC103   



BALI   BLUE
Fresh off the success of Bali Bronze, inspired by her favorite Balinese sarong,
Annie has combined cobalt blue and silver in a collection perfect for Spring 
entertaining and gift giving. Each piece makes a stunning accent piece for your 
home, registry or table. Bali Blue can be used for cheese platters, as serving bowls, 
place settings and party trays, or displayed as a dramatic art piece. 
The texture on the back imitates a woven textile pattern. Dishwasher safe.

 
 
Square plate  11"  BA107BL  $92 MSRP

Round plate  12"  BA109BL  $101 MSRP

Round bowl  16"  BA111BL  $118 MSRP

Round platter  15"  BA113BL  $109  MSRP

XL plank  20 x 9"  BA199BL   $134 MSRP

A stunning 

combination 

inspired by textiles, 

infused with 

silver and blue.
BA109BL  

BA107BL  

BA199BL  

BA113BL  

BA111BL  

SPRING 2019 
CELEBRATING 35 YEARS

July 3, 2018, marked the 35th anniversary of 
Annieglass, which first opened its doors in a 
tiny shared-space in Santa Cruz, CA. 
It has since become a flourishing, nationally 
recognized and treasured home decor and 
gifts brand. As an art school graduate in 
the 1980’s with more passion than money, 
experience, or resources, Annie Morhauser 
couldn’t wait to apply her training in various 
methods of glassmaking and show the world 
how exciting the medium of glass can be. 

While moonlighting in a glass art gallery, 
she learned the practical side of business 
and built a brand focused on promoting 
American-made, handcrafted glass 
and sculpture. 
To date, her pieces can be found in luxury 
stores across the country in places such as 
Neiman Marcus and Bloomingdale’s, as 
a part of the permanent collection in the 
Smithsonian Museum, and her celebrity 
and cult following continues to grow.



Perfect size and shape for vegetables, stew, pasta or risotto. This bowl is just the size to round out your Roman Antique collection 
at 11.5” round. Use for displaying small treasures, ornaments or floating a single flower bloom. Make sure your collectors get one!    
Round vegetable bowl  11.5"  G238 $137 MSRP   P238  $137 MSRP

EDGEY 
SHALLOW ROUND BOWL

ROMAN ANTIQUE VEGETABLE BOWL

This beautiful wide bottom bowl has
a gently curved profile unlike anything 
in our Edgey collection. Multifunctional, 
this piece is a great way to introduce 
Edgey to a first time collector. A 
stunning accent piece for the home or 
entertaining for the “A” list guests!
Shallow Round Bowl  11"  

E238G  $189 MSRP   E238P  $189 MSRP

Finally a deeper serving bowl to add to your collection! Made from clear glass with an irregular edge, the texture of salt gives 
this bowl the distinctive feel of our Salt collection. Made to mix and match with our other patterns, this beauty is sure to suit 
everyone's taste. Multifunctional as a salad bowl, serving piece or even a succulent garden!
Salt oval serving bowl  11 x 18"  SA119  $95 MSRP 

SALTOVAL BOWL

Use your imagination,

fill this generous oval 

with a succulent garden, 

a delicious dish, a fresh 

green salad. SA119  

E238G

G238

P238

E238P



ELEMENTS
FISH
100% recycled Annieglass
Our fresh catch of fish will be this 
seasons top seller. Made from 
our scrap glass into half inch 
thick shapes including a Whale, 
Barracuda and Kisser Fish, this 
school will be  sure to delight your 
home, table or boat. Use for serving 
food, candles or as trivets.
Kisser fish  8 x 12"  EL106  $97 MSRP

Barracuda  5 x 17"  EL107  $97 MSRP

Whale  6 x 14"  EL108  $97 MSRP

HEART
DUTCH FLOWER
Gold or platinum flowers and tulips 
dance across the surface of this year's 
Collectible Heart from Annieglass. 
One little flower stands out from the 
rest. This charming heart design 
is yours to collect only in the 2019 
calendar year. Choose from 24k gold 
design or genuine platinum.
7" Heart  CSH304G  $88 MSRP 

CSH304P  $88 MSRP

The Love Love bowl is a 
commemorative bowl for any 
loving occasion friendship, 
anniversary, wedding, birthday, 
house warming or just for 
fun. Annie’s ingenious use of 
technology mixes with whimsy 
once again leading the way for 
innovative American design and 
U.S. studio production. Share the 
fun when you gift with Love, Love!
16" round bowl available in clear, 

blue or green glass. 

LL100C  $189 MSRP 

LL100G  $189 MSRP

LL100U  $189 MSRP  

LOVE LOVE 
BOWL

EL108

EL107

EL106

CSH304G

CSH304P

LL100U

LL100C

LL100G

Made from 
100% 
recycled 
Annieglass.


